update of Social Realist photography. Produced between 1998 and 2009, its
412 images — 342 color, 70 black and white — show examples of low-end
commerce from New York to Africa, indirectly but evocatively representing
the human toll of corporate globalization.
Ms. Leonard, who is 53, has a stellar résumé. A sculptor as well as a
photographer, she has been included in two editions of Documenta and in
three Whitney Biennials, winning the Bucksbaum Award at the 2014
Biennial for turning one of the museum’s galleries into a big camera
obscura. She currently helps lead the photography department at Bard
College.
With “Analogue,” Ms. Leonard picked up on a type of photography
identified with Eugène Atget, who photographed vanishing Parisian
architecture at the beginning of the 20th century; Ed Ruscha, who
cataloged parking lots and gas stations in Los Angeles; and Bernd and Hilla
Becher, who documented industrial architecture in Europe. Like those
artists and legions of their followers, she affected a kind of style uninflected
by personal expression or aesthetic sensibility, as if she were a government
worker assigned to survey certain subjects for some forensic or bureaucratic
purpose.
An introductory text panel explains that Ms. Leonard began this project in
the late 1990s, when she lived on the Lower East Side of Manhattan, a few
years before gentrification brought art galleries, upscale restaurants and
boutiques to that formerly working-class neighborhood. The exhibition’s
first group of pictures consists of 39 straight-on images of closed
storefronts: coffee shops, pizza places and TV repair shops, clothing stores,
law offices and bodegas. Whether they are closed for the night or for good
isn’t always clear, but the implication is that they will soon close
permanently if they haven’t already succumbed to urban renewal.
The next group depicts barbershops and hair salons with fading pictures of
hairstyles posted in their windows. After that comes images of all kinds of
handmade signs in store windows. In a subsequent group you see that each
picture has a United States flag somewhere in it, whether printed on a
sweatshirt hanging in a clothing shop, on paper taped to a window or
hanging outdoors above a Peep World emporium. Another grouping
displays storefronts that have had their signs removed, leaving ghosts of
letters spelling, for example, “Big Daddy Home Entertainment” and
“Discount Beauty Supplies.”

Progressing into the installation, you come to images of baled dry goods,
and, farther on, pictures of used clothes hanging in outdoor marketplaces
that are evidently in other countries. The introductory text says that Ms.
Leonard traveled to Africa, Eastern Europe, Cuba, Mexico and the Middle
East. There are no labels telling exactly where any of the pictures were
taken, but you get the idea. A group of four photographs in this vein depicts
shirts emblazoned with logos or images from American companies: Old
Navy, Nike, Disney’s Mickey Mouse and U.S.A., which, in this context, may
be construed as itself a giant corporation. Another group represents four
nearly identical snack stands bearing signs for Coca-Cola.
Ms. Leonard added her own conceptual spin by using a now nearly obsolete,
predigital technology: She shot with a 1940s Rolleiflex camera and printed
her images by means of old-fashioned gelatin silver, chromogenic and dyetransfer processes. She made this conspicuous by leaving the outer edges of
the negatives visible in her prints. Numerous photographs depict vintage
camera and photography stores. One set of four represents outdoor carts
selling Kodak supplies. So her title has multiple meanings: She used analog
machinery to create images that are analogues of reality, and, in her travels,
she traced an analogue of global commerce.
In these ways, despite its ostensibly inexpressive style, “Analogue” is
romantic and personal. No people appear in any of the photographs, but the
images evoke a sense of human struggle to survive and flourish amid a
furiously busy, relentlessly expansive and homogenizing modernity. The
exhibition can also be seen as an analogue of the artist’s psyche, lamenting
a world where the things she cares most deeply about are continually
rendered irrelevant by the pervasive powers of corporate capitalism, for
which nothing matters but what can be quantified and monetized. In the
final group of images — 46 photographs of old shoes, appliances, books,
tchotchkes and other flea market-type goods displayed on sidewalks,
blankets and sheets of paper — you behold a metaphorical mourning for
what is abandoned by the rush of progress: all too often, ordinary
humanity.
Organized by Roxana Marcoci, MoMA’s senior photography curator, the
exhibition offers the first photography to be featured in the museum’s
atrium. Unfortunately, it’s a terrible place for looking at this kind of work,
which, despite the size of the project, invites intimate contemplation of
individual pictures. The brutally cavernous, airless, anonymous and noisily

distracting atrium embodies just the sort of soul-eroding modernity that
“Analogue” so plaintively regrets.

“Zoe Leonard: Analogue” continues through Aug. 30 at the Museum of Modern Art;
212-708-9400, moma.org.
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